AA List: Making More out of Blogs
Create QUALITY, FRESH backlinks regularly & boost
your rankings in a fast, Google-friendly & stable way.
Auto-approve authority SEO sites list & SEO Blog Commenting tool – PR1 to PR6

Order Now
Just only at $XX. Limited period offer. Ger 40% discount till 02/11/13
Commenting on blogs and establishing online presence over a wider network has always been a
premiere SEO trick. However, with time and more sophisticated algorithms seeing the light of day, the
world of blog commenting as we knew it has changed a lot in the recent past. Google has become
particular about the misuse of blog commenting to push forward web links and to make use of blog
platforms as online marketing tools. Online brands that have continued with the age-old method of blog
commenting were heavily penalized by the search engine giant, including other players like Yahoo and
Bing.

The Flaws in Manual Blog Commenting
Before we dig deep into our service of AA List, let us first take a quick look at what the flaws are in the
old way of commenting on blogs. To begin with, there is the constraint of time to find out list of good
quality auto-approved sites. It is practically impossible to touch upon so many blogs and make individual
comments on them, even if you have a prepared list of ten or twelve comments on the side. A couple of
SEO executives really cannot hit upon hundreds of blogs that are out there in your business domain. And
frankly, employing more SEO professionals to paste blog comments is not a wise financial decision. That
brings us to another problem with manual blog commenting: it gets repetitive in terms of use of
keywords and anchor texts. The updated algorithms of search engines like Google can quickly pin down
the online brands that make use of random manual blog comments and then take severe action against
them.

The Advantage We Provide
Our AA List (auto-approved SEO site list) helps you make blog comments on a wider number of blogs to
promote visibility of your brand name across the internet. There are two distinct advantages of using

our AA list for your online brand. One, because of our updated technical knowhow about Google’s
algorithms and best practices, we ensure that the list of relevant blogs that we provide are not spam.
Our list makes it easier for your in-house SEO team to get hold of blogs that have their pre-approved
check box ticked when it comes to blog comments. Because of this convenience, your blog comments
will see themselves posted on the blog comments section without fail. There are no slip-ups here
because our AA list is comprised only of blogs with pre-approved blog comment facility.
Another advantage of using our AA list is the time that we save in the process. The internet is awash
with blogs, no matter which domain you are talking about. Blogging is so popular among the general
users of internet, not just among online brands. That leaves you with more territory to cover than you
had to a couple of years back. In the manual process, you cannot stamp your presence on so many blogs
within a period of time. However, you can do that with our AA list! We have a high hit ratio when it
comes to reaching out to a staggering number of blogs in your business domain. With our list of blogs,
you can quickly pin up your blog comments and get backlinks because all of these blogs will publish your
comment for sure.

Auto-Approved SEO Site List
High Success Rate, Over 3k High PR Auto Approve
Authority AA List Package
2,00,000 Auto Approve Links from 6782 Unique Domains
2000 High PR Auto Approve Links
500 Dofollow Only Auto Approve
200 Edu&Edu.xx Auto Approve Links
High PR Breakdown
PR6 X 5
PR 5 X 8
PR 4 X 50
PR 3 X 100
PR 2 X 300
PR 1 X 900
Price of AAList is $XX

Order Now

Types of sites
• Wiki Lists- Wiki sites like MediaWiki, WikkaWiki, TickyWiki are high authority pages that
are indexed fast.
• Social Bookmarking Lists – Getting links on Pligg, PHPDug, Scuttle, PHPBookmarking
engines help you rank well.
• Article Directories Lists – Submit your spun content to Article Beach, Article Dashboard,
Article script and other.
• Social Blog Lists – Jcow, PHPFox, Dolphin, PHPIzabi blogs are very good to post your
content.
• RSS List – Submit your feed to RSS engines for a faster indexing and non spammy backlinks.
• Web 2.0 Sites – Use this list to create high authority blogs that you can update and grow them.
• High PR AA DoFollow Lists – Over 500 dofollow high PR 1-Pr 7 blog pages that auto
approve links.

Why Choose Us
In the last few months, there are several databases that have come up to help out with blog
commenting. But the problem with many of them is that they do not follow the guidelines and best
practices laid down by Google. Also the quality of blog comment list is important. Because of this glaring
error, the online brands that use these databases have to suffer through penalties imposed by Google
for low quality sites & links. We do not fit into this mold at all! Our executives give you a list of autoapproved blogs keeping in mind the tenets of foul play prescribed by Google. Never do we cross the line
of proper SEO methods to gain an advantage. This attitude of no compromises with the techniques of
using blog commenting ensures that your online brand reputation is never under threat. If we fail to
work within the constraints imposed by Google, we do not try to bypass the rules. We believe that such
methods always come back to harm the online brand that we are working for. Our SEO experts have a
wealth of skill and experience at their disposal that they display while preparing the AA list.

See what others are saying
“AAList was quite good & I got almost 85% success rate.” Nima Niazi, Tx
“Quite an impressive list. Good quality sites. It can be used with their
own blog commenting software as well as with other such as
SenukeXCR, GSA Search Egine Ranker, Ultimate Demon, Magic
Submitter, Article Kevo, MoneyRobot etc. I got a very good success rate
of about 80%.” Kelvin from ON, Canada
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Bonus Packages:
Get a FREE website audit report worth $XX with our AAList pack. Get detailed
insights & recommendations from experts about improving your site ‘s ranking &
to get more potential customers!

Wow it’s awesome. I want my AAList now

